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THIS ADDENDUM MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED. 
 

THIS ADDENDUM SHALL BECOME A PART OF THIS SOLICITATION. 
 
 

Amend BD1742 Request for Proposal, UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS) 
(ERATE), dated October 30

th
, 2015, as follows: 

 
The purpose of this addendum is to provide answers to questions that were submitted. 
 
Proposal due date and time: Tuesday, December 1

st
, 2016, 3:00 PM MST. 

 
 
If your proposal has been submitted and you wish to amend it, please modify your proposal on 
company letterhead.  The amended proposal must be received prior to the time and date set for 
the proposal opening.  Each modification submitted to the District's Strategic Sourcing Office 
located at 780 Grant Street, must have Vendor’s name and return address and the applicable 
RFP number and title of the RFP clearly marked on the face of the envelope. 
 
If more than one modification is submitted, the modification bearing the latest date of receipt by 
the District's Strategic Sourcing Office will be considered the valid modification. 
 
This addendum must be acknowledged, whether or not you amend your proposal. 
 
 

PRINT OR TYPE YOUR INFORMATION 

Name of Company: ____________________________________________ Fax: _____________ 

Address: ________________________ City/State: ________________ Zip: ______________ 

Contact Person: ___________________ Title: _____________________ Phone: ___________ 

Authorized Representative’s Signature: ____________________________ Phone: ___________ 

Printed Name: ____________________ Title: _____________________ Date: _____________ 

 Approved by: ______________ Date: _____________ 

 Reviewed by: ______________ Date: _____________ 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Denver Public Schools 
Strategic Sourcing Department 

780 Grant Street 
Denver, Colorado 80203 

 
Request for Proposal BD1742 

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS) (ERATE) 
ADDENDUM NUMBER ONE 
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BD1742 Question/Answers  

Q1. What models are you currently using for 208 power? 

A1.  Minuteman ED2000RMT2U and ED3000RMT2U 

Q2. Is there a way to get a list of models being replaced? 

A2.  Minuteman ED1000RM2U, EDBP24XL, ED1500RM2U, EDBP48XL, 
ED2000RM2U,ED2000RMT2U, ED3000RM2U. 

Q3. Would a true online rather than line interactive be preferred? 

A3.  On page 17, On-Line UPS are specified.  Line Interactive UPS’s do not meet DPS 
requirements. 

Q4. Will there be 2U or 3U available for each UPS?   
 
A4.  UPS need to be 2U.  That is what we currently have installed.   
 
Q5. In the systems that require additional battery packs, will there be 2U or 3U available for the 
external battery pack?  
 
A5.  2U is available for external battery packs. 
 
Q6. In general, how much total rack space is available in each cabinet for the UPS equipment?  
 
A6.  That varies in every closet.  The vast majority of UPS’s are rack mounted.  There are a 
few exceptions where there is not space available in the rack. 
 
Q7. For the 208V units, what output receptacle is required?  
 
A7.  L6-20 
 
Q8. What are the receptacle types required for the 110V loads?  (5-15R, 5-20R, L530R) 
 
A8. We have multiple 20 amp 110 circuits installed in every closet. 
 
Q9. Can the loads be split into two UPS when applicable?   
 
A9. Yes, that is how we are currently designed. 
 
Q10. Is this a closed bid?   
 
A10. This bid is open for anyone who chooses to submit a proposal. 
 
Q11. Do you have a list of the attendees from the pre-bid conference that can be sent out? 
 
A11. Please see attached. 
 
 
Q12. Are companies who were not on the pre-bid conference call allowed to bid? 
 
A12. The pre-bid conference was not listed as mandatory. It is open for anyone to provide 
a proposal. 
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Q13. Are there 5-20R universal receptacles available in each closet for 1000VA-2000VA input 
cords?   
 
A13. Yes. 
 
Q14. Are there L530R receptacles available in the closets requiring 3000VA units with L530P 
input cords?  
 
A14. We have L6-20 circuits installed for 208v devices. 
 
Q15. For the larger wattage IDF’s 1100 watts and above how many UPS outlets are 
required?  Greater than 6?  If yes we might need add PDU’s.  How will this be handled.   
 
A15. Currently we have multiple UPS’s installed for closets over 1100 watts.  That properly 
handles the need for additional outlets. 
 
Q16. Please define any cabling requirements that are described in the Installation Section F 
besides the Power cords for the UPS’s and battery cabinets and the UPS Communication card 
cabling. 
 
A16. We require that the power cords are neatly routed within the back side racks and 
secured with black Velcro. 
 
Q17.There are two IDFs that do not have load data and the Dept. of Technology Svs on Grant 
street.  What are they?  
 
A17. These 2 closets do not require any UPS and can be excluded from the response. 
 
Q18. What is the target date to begin installation?  Can installation begin when summer break 
commences?  Can all sites be completed before summer break ends?  
 
A18. Installation cannot begin before 4/1/2016 per ERate rules.  Ideally, all UPS’s would be 
installed during the summer break of 2016 and be completed by August 1st, 2016. 
 
Q19. What are the available hours for installation during the school year and during summer 
break?  
 
A19. On days that schools are in session, UPS replacement must be coordinated with the 
school generally between the hours of 5pm and 9pm. When schools are not in session, 
such as during summer break, holidays, and other non-working days, UPS replacement 
can happen between the business hours of 6am and 5pm, but must also be coordinated 
with the schools. DPS will build the schedules and coordinate with the vendor. 
 
Q20. Please define non-business hours for all types of locations. 
 
A20. Non-business hours would roughly be between 5pm and 9pm and on weekends at 
locations where DPS staff work.   
 
Q21. Is there a preliminary installation schedule available that can be sent prior to the bid date?   
 
A21. No. A schedule will be built by the vendor and DPS during the planning phase of the 
project. 
 
Q22. Is the 20 minutes of runtime based on the wattages shown in the spreadsheet or is it based 
on the full load of the UPS provided. 
 
A22. The 20 minutes of runtime is based on the wattages in the attachment. 
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Q23. When does the RFP have to be signed and returned? 
 
A23. The due date is Tuesday, December 1

st
, 2015, 3:00 PM MST 

 
Q24. Will we be able to ask any additional questions in the future?  
 
A24. Any further questions that are received will be evaluated accordingly. 
 
Q25. Will the UPS' be mounted in a 2 or 4 post racks or something else? 
 
A25. Two post racks. 
 
Q26. Is ALHS-MDF the same physical closet?  
 
A26. Yes. It is listed twice because there are 110 and 208 UPS’s required for this closet. 
This is the case for every MDF with a couple of exceptions. 
 
Q27. What is the wall receptacle powering the 208v devices - is it a 15/20/30amp, push in and or 
twist lock? 
 
A27. See answers to question 15 and 16. 
 
Q28. What receptacles are needed?  ( appears 1 device per location, 110v = to a standard 
15amp NEMA, the 208 is the question, are they NEMA 208s and or IEC C13s/C14s etc)  
 
A28. See answers to question 15 and 16. 
 
Q29. Will the existing POPs require cooling and electrical modification?  I assume yes because it 
is my guess that the original units were offline UPS which produce very little heat? 
A29. DPS does not have any power or cooling modifications in the scope of work and does 
not plan on making any.  If additional power or cooling requirements are needed for your 
UPS’s please detail the new requirements and the modifications that would be needed. 
 
Q30.  Are these modifications part of this scope or another project?  Are there redundancy 
requirements? 
A30. DPS does not plan on making any modifications to the power or cooling of the 
closets. 
 
Q31.  Is the UPS efficiency a factor in the unit pricing model? 
A31. UPS’s must meet the technical requirements and run-time specifications in this RFP. 
 
Q32. What is the expected lifespan of this project? It it the length of the contract? 
A32. DPS is requesting a three year term for purchasing power on UPS’s. Ideally, the 
installation of the UPS’s would be complete within the first year. 
 
Q33. Is battery maintenance/lifespan weighted in the evaluation?  if so how? 
A33. DPS requires a three year maintenance price. 
 
 


